Black Market
Gaming

Peer to Peer trading for gamers worldwide.

Project Goal:

Black Market Gaming’s ultimate goal is to create
a platform that enables gamers to build proﬁtable
situations based on their hard work and dedication to
the games they love the most.
We believe that an interconnected network of
blockchain and gamers can create a self-sustaining
economy, beneﬁting gamers on a global scale. Our
aim is to create more advantageous ﬁnancial
situations generated from the commitment of online
gamers to their craft.

The Problem:

For years and years, the largest issue has
remained the same. Gamers dedicate their time,
energy, and funds to their favorite MMORPG’s, only
to be left with very limited outlets for monetary gain.
Gamers need a place to showcase and monetize
their dedication. To collaborate and openly transact
with other gamers across the globe. This is where
Black Market Gaming comes in.

The Solution:
Black Market Gaming aims to create a peer-to-peer marketplace, enabling gamers from
all of the biggest MMO’s to buy, sell and trade their gear and services to other participants for
cryptocurrency. In turn, they can then purchase gear or services for various games, as well as
other online services tied to our platform. The BMG token will be the only token used to make
transactions on our platform.
BMG will be deployed on the Polygon blockchain. This is to ensure satisfactory
transaction speed order at next-to-no transaction fees. CARNAGE NFTs will also be on
polygon for the same reasons

Target Audience:
Black Market Gaming’s primary marketing targets are crypto users and
MMO gamers. We aim to clearly deﬁne the beneﬁts of combining blockchain
and gaming. This will show what a truly decentralized trading platform can
create for gamers on a global scale. Think of the countless hours you, or
others you know, have put into gaming with nothing more to show off than
some cool gear and a high level character. At Black Market Gaming you will
be able to turn a real proﬁt from your hard work in game. This can be the
driving force necessary for a truly sustainable income for gamers globally.
On Black Market Gaming, you could be running your favorite dungeons,
farming the highest quality gear, completing tasks for rare items, all capable
of being used to earn returns as cryptocurrency

Self Funded Events:
Black Market Gaming aims to create events for our
users and also to help draw attention to our own native
NTF-game. We plan to create and sponsor teams for certain
competitive E-Sports style games .
Black Market Gaming will play host to its own
NFT-trading card game, CARNAGE.
CARNAGE is a truly fast paced trading card game that
lasts no longer than a few minutes but provides a high level
of thought, planning and adrenaline to foster a fun,
competitive meta. CARNAGE is similar to the card game
known as “TRIPLE TRIAD”. However, CARNAGE has many
modiﬁcations to increase complexity and competitiveness
as well as to foster a new playstyle of card game of its own

How it works:
The following ﬁve slides display samples of how to
get onto and navigate the BMG forums including:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Creating an account
Logging in
Creating a username
Navigating to the forums
Finding speciﬁc sub-forums
Creating and responding to threads
Initiating a trade
Executing a transaction via our forums

Getting on site.
Users will need to do a few
things before having the
ability to fully interact with
our platform.

●

Navigate to the site

●

Connect with
metamask on the
MATIC network

●

Create a username

●

Ensure they are
logged in.

Navigate to the
right forum.
Next, users will
need to ﬁnd the
proper
sub-forums
relating to their
game, including:
●

Game name

●

Server name
This will be where
discussion and
trading threads
occur.

Create or respond
to threads.
At this point, Users will
browse threads in their
respective forums and
choose to sell their items or
purchase other users items
depending on their needs.

Initiating a trade.
Once a user that wants to
buy your item or sell you
theirs is known, there are
multiple ways to ﬁnalize your
trade including independent
settlements and mediation.

*There is a thread in the rules
section detailing how to execute
and complete trades on our
platform.*

Sending tokens.
At some point while using
the BMG platform you will
need to send tokens to
someone for items or
services. There is a very
simple payment tab next to
all users names in threads, as
well as in their proﬁles. After
selecting the payment
button a pop-up will occur,
prompting you to select total
BMG to send, as well as a
message option where you
will state what it is you are
buying and for how much.
Send and conﬁrm via
metamask and the
transaction will occur shortly
after.
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Quarter Two

●

Quarter One
●

●

●

Concept design

●

Development
Begins

●

Team assembly

●

●

Platform
rules /
methods
established
Lite paper
development
Platform
ﬁnalizations /
web3
integration.
Launch
details
determined /
initiated.

Quarter Three

●
●

●
●
●

Marketing services
begin
In game user
integration efforts
begin
Account achievement
system design begins.
Liquidity Pool staking
goes live
CARNAGE TCG
development begins

Playable CARNAGE
private beta launch
CARNAGE set #1
release
BMG E-Sports team
building
BMG ﬁrst sponsored
event

Quarter
Four

Raised Funds Usage
Private whitelist total raise target : 25,000,000 BMG
tokens @ .003 per token = $75,000
Public sale total raise target : 75,000,000 BMG tokens
@ .005 per token = $375,000
Total funds raise target = $450,000

Liquidity - $250,000
Marketing and further development including
advertising, future contract development, platform
upgrades - $50,000
Team payment and development costs (retroactive) $50,000
NFT trading card game development - $50,000
In game and forum moderators - $25,000
Emergency use funds - $25,000

What Is Carnage?
CARNAGE is a trading card game in the early stages of
development by the BMG team. CARNAGE is based
on a trading card game named “Triple Triad”.
All CARNAGE cards will be released as NFT’s on the
MATIC blockchain.
CARNAGE will have two starter sets to choose from as
well as random packs.
Following its release, BMG will host monthly Carnage
tournaments with prizes from us, as well as from
sponsors and afﬁliates.
CARNAGE tournaments will be live streamed and
advertised.
We aim to turn CARNAGE into one of the most
enjoyable and most competitive quick play trading
card games in existence.
More details to come as development moves along.
Please keep in mind this is in very early stages of
development and may take some time before
completion.

*CARNAGE
card sample.

Official Team
BMG has taken the time, effort and personal funding to ensure as much community
trust as possible. We have chosen to do our KYC procedures through Assure. Assure
is a project that facilitates security for new projects by providing a KYC service for
new projects that aim to launch as anonymous while still providing security to the
community. Assure has all of our teams personal information in the event that any
nefarious activity occur. Assure stores this information in a secure way but, when
presented with the appropriate legal documents will yield requested information to
legal authorities. At BMG we rest Assured that our personal information is safe and
that this service will provide security to the community that we aim to build as to
solidify BMG as a legitimate project in the space.
*For more information please feel free to consult Assure independently and do your
own due diligence on the subject. Thank you.*

Disclaimer
These tokens are to operate as utility tokens. We do not take any responsibility for any lost or
stolen goods or services that occur on, through or with our tokens and on our platform.
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology is still very much a grey area in this day and age.
Black Market Gaming will be launching with a functioning service and as such will have an
immediate use case for the utility tokens that we plan to create. A utility token sale facilitated by
a launchpad VIA IDO will be conducted. We have done our due diligence on providing private
personal information to a Know Your Customer blockchain service to provide a layer of safety
and security to investors. We do not claim any responsibility for any resulting issues stemming
from your use of our platform and if interpreted as any unsafe, or nefarious reasons we reserve
the right to revoke access to any and all individuals who make attempts to abuse our platform
and / or token for the wrong reasons. BMG tokens are utility tokens, and have no inherent value.
Their value is only what the token users deem it to be. BMG tokens are the ONLY tokens useable
on our platform however we cannot stop users from buying, selling and trading BMG tokens on
secondary platforms. BMG tokens are to be used for services on and through our platform. BMG
tokens have zero inherent value and as such purchasing these tokens should not create any
such expectation of gain of value, as its value is determined by the users of the platform.

